
New River Valley Beekeepers’ Association 

Minutes for January 12th 2017   

44 Members present  

Meeting began at 6:30 pm with a presentation by Mark Bennett from Dadant in Chatham, VA.  

He discussed what’s new in beekeeping equipment, what equipment/supplies to consider for 

gearing up for spring, items for queen-rearing, and a few sideline areas, like candle and soap-

making. 

Some of his topics: 

FDA is mandating the a veterinarian provide a food directive in order to purchase  antibiotics. 

Lynn Tobias, herself a veterinarian reported that vets themselves are uncomfortable with this , 

not treating a disease  but a  prophylactic to prevent disease. Who to approach? Many vets 

aren’t knowledgeable about bees. If you wait until the disease is active, it is already too late, 

and must burn hive. Vets in club may be able to take care of it, but still nebulous. Dadant can’t 

sell without prescription/food directive. 

Bee indemnity  if someone comes on your property and gets stung the VA law is vague as to 

whether the bee keeper is  liable.  Dadant has “Beware of Bees” signs 

 Varroa mite are getting more of a problem. Previously it has been that finding 5/6 per hundred 

was the point to start treating, now the number is 2/3 per 100. 

Need to eliminate mites. Dadant sells the following: 

 Apistan –standard strip hangs in hive effective for a while, but when overused  immunities 

develop. 

Apivar has the same problem with overuse, so take it away for a year, to lose immunity. 

Alternate treatments. The chemicals from these products contaminate wax and honey and 

affect the hive negatively. Dadant  tests its wax for chemical residues before they sell it. Wax is 

used in a lot of foods – gummy bears for example so they do not want to lose their reputation. 

Formic acid is a natural treatment, which is temperature activated. It must be used in the range 

of 60˚F-80˚F – Above that it will kill bees, if it is too cold it will not activate. Use it for 7 days to 

penetrate cappings. 

Qwik Strips can be used during honey flow. 

Apiguard is a thymol-based natural gel which fumigates hive. There are at present no reports 

of immunity. It works by forcing grooming behavior in bees.  



Oxalic acid dribble method – mix with water/corn syrup, spray between frames 

5 mg per frame. With a vaporizer use I gm acid. Vaporize over 2-3 mins . Treat when 

broodless, since it doesn’t penetrate cappings. Not seen any resistance to oxalic acid yet but it 

is hard on the hive, hard on queen, some people treat 3 times when brood on to kill all mites. 

Remove queen while treating?  Too much will build up in wax. Once a year  is enough. 

Testing is important – if treat in fall, maybe don’t need in spring. Health of neighbor hives can 

affect yours, mating flight can pick up mites 

Monitoring: 

Sugar roll, jar with ¼”  screen, add 1/3 cup bees, dump in 1 tsp powdered sugar. Shake, dump 

out on white sheet. Sugar separates the mites from the  bees. The are 300 bees in 1/3 cup. 

Leave 2mins or longer.  Ether roll gives better count, but kill bees. 

Package bees tend to be inferior bees, and reduce hygienic population. There are not yet 

enough hygienic queens available.  

Gentler bees do not necessarily get through winter, tend to be lower production of honey. Bee 

producers feed the bees at all times  which lessens the drive to produce honey.  Also some 

packages are light. This is not considered the best way to go, but nucs aren’t ready early 

enough, if a package gets a good queen it can surpass nucs in build up.  

 Hive beetle treatments: 

Beetle Bee Gone – looks like dish cloth material. Bees chew them, beetles get caught in it (not 

chemical).  Place on top of frames. 

Beetle trap blasters. Fill with ½ veg oil, apple cider vinegar, beetles get caught. There are 

disposable or permanent types available.  

Jim Hill felt he has had the best results with the Beetle Blaster. Start with 2 in hive. Bees chase 

beetles to periphery of hive. In addition, the larval form drops into ground – put down  black 

plastic, so worm cannot bore into soil. Best defense is a strong hive. 

 Plunger for marking queens 

2017 yellow marking. Marked queen mean you know the age of the queen and whether she 

has been superceded. 

Fumagellan: nosema makes bees weak. Seeing resistance to it. It comes from  natural oak 

bark. Nosema is passed bee-bee it gives them a form of dysentery. 

The presentation ended at 7:40pm Break and raffle followed. 



Business meeting started at 8:10pm 

Old Business: 

Minutes of November meeting were passed. 

Treasurer’s report was accepted.  

Jim has called Keith Tignor  to ask about spraying for zika – no response yet. 

Nothing to report on honey house. Prices Fork Elementary School is in flux, with no decisions 

being made. 

Elections: 

Jim Hill, Luke McCoy, and Jack Price have agreed to continue as President, Vice President 

and Treasurer respectively. Sue Hossack will continue to manage the membership and web 

page.  Emory Altizer has volunteered for Corresponding Secretary. Deanna Cox has 

volunteered for Recording Secretary. No other volunteers or nominations were received. Cark 

Lefko proposed that the whole slate be accepted. Bob Whiton seconded, the motion carried.  

 There was a discussion on the role of equipment management. It was decided that Sue 

Hossack would come up with new wording for an amendment to the by-laws which will 

establish a committee to manage equipment loans. The wording will be sent out no later than 8 

days before next meeting. 

Several people volunteered to help as they live closer to the storage unit than Bob does, 

including Carl Lefko, Lynn Tobias, Luke McCoy and Cindy Turner.   

The oxalic vaporizer is also available to loan. 

New Business   

Jim Hill has repaired the Maxant extractor . He has laminated the terms of use and taped them 

to the side of the extractor. This contains explanations, and photos. There is a signout sheet. 

Please check the equipment well before you sign this sheet. In particular gently check that the 

basket on the extractor cannot be moved by hand.  If you can move the basket, then it is 

broken. The expectation is that anyone who damages the equipment is responsible for its 

repair.   

 There are four rules: 

1. Don’t move the basket by hand.  

2. Don’t start from dead stop to full speed  

3. Don’t’ keep gate closed.  

4. Do  not disassemble 



Jim will give a demonstration on using the extractor in one of our meeting, it is suggested that 

a video be made of this, and possible placed on our website.  

Other Business 

Jerry Borger reported that the library Bee talk was not held in Blacksburg due to weather.  It 

has been rescheduled for 22nd January. The talks at Shawsville, Christiansburg and Floyd 

libraries are going on as planned 

8:40 pm the business meeting was adjourned. 

Richard Reid then gave a report on the association Apiary. 

Today he checked the hives, hive # 6, probably died out a month ago looked like it was getting 

robbed,- sticky droppings at top of hive are an indication.  

This hive had high mite count. On October 26th a second test still showed 5/6 per 100 bees. 

Oxalic vapor treatment was done, but was not fully effective. Richard doesn’t think oxalic acid 

on its own is fully effective. The high mite count probably indicated that the problem started 

months earlier.  

#1 European Foul Brood: Lost in summer  

 #2-5 flying today 

Closed off #6 with small entrance. 

Nucs are good, but not enough of them, and they are available too late, might build up ok, but 

requeening may be a better way to go. 

Possibility of raising queens or queen cells and make available to the association at 

reasonable cost 

Anyone who can do splits, nucs benefit the club 

Nucs do better over winter than production hives and they can be sold in the spring.   

The March program will deal with the use of nucs, and swarm prevention. Bob Whiton will talk 

about how to over-winter, overwintered nucs are ready around same time as package, in early 

May. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:52 pm 

 

Submitted by Sue Hossack 


